Prospective Student Page Content

This page is aimed primarily at prospective college students and high school students.

It is intended to have a social media feel with the rotating selfies at the top.

The content should be addressed to this young audience.

The Communications Office will also meet with one student and photograph and interview them for the silhouette photo and story.

Meet our Majors and Alums!

3-6 student and alum interviews and photos

Studying XXXX can take you where you want to go!

50 – 100 words about what you can do with the major

Arts and Sciences in Action: XXXX style

Silo and pull-quote linked to story: Communications Office supplies

Highlights: Study XXXXX

(Choose three or four or determine your own)

Learn. . .

Study. . .

Explore. .

Live. . .

Examine. . .

Master. . .

Visit. . .